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When it comes to a childÕ s

Foundations is a world leader in children’s furnishings. Our

We believe:

products empower caregivers to provide the highest quality
care possible and are designed specifically to meet the unique
demands of a commercial environment while delivering
unsurpassed comfort and convenience. More FoundationsÕ
cribs and accessories are used in child care centers and
hotels than any other brand due to our relentless commitment
to safety, innovation, quality, and value.

TA B L E O F C O N T E N T S

Children are our future and their proper
development is the solution to society’s challenges.
It is everyoneÕ s responsibility to ensure the
well-being of our children, and those in our
care must be our highest priority.
The resources needed to care for children
should be accessible to everyone.

These core values drive
ever ything we do at Foundations.

SUSTAINABILITY
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Foundations uses only wood certified to be harvested with
safe and responsible forestry practices and complies to the
PEFC certification seal.

20 Play Yards
22 Bedding & Mattresses

SAFETY

24 Changing Stations
27 High Chairs

Foundations’ cribs are independently certified by the Juvenile
Products Manufacturers Association (JPMA) that they meet all

28 Strollers
31 Gliders

applicable mandatory and voluntary safety standards published
by the CPSC, ASTM, and JPMA which includes 16 CFR 1220
for compact cribs and 16 CFR 1219 for full-size cribs.

s a f e t y, i t Õ s a l l i n t h e d e t a i l s .
undER nEW FEdERAL guidELinES
u.S. ChiLd CARE CEnTERS And hOTELS
MuST REPLACE ALL in-SERviCE CRibS
by dECEMbER 28, 2012

FOundATiOnS iS PLEASEd TO
inTROduCE nEW CRibS ThAT ARE
CERTiFiEd COMPLiAnT TO ThE nEW
2010 CPSC STAndARdS

On december 28, 2010 the u.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) implemented sweeping new crib safety standards for traditional cribs
made from steel and wood. in addition to eliminating drop-sides, they require extensive new structural enhancements, new labeling, and allow for alternative
designs for accessing infants such as a drop-gate crib side. under the new guidelines no traditional cribs, neither fixed-side nor drop-side, may remain in
service in a public use environment after december 28, 2012 that are not compliant to these new standards and, as a result, must be replaced.

ª

inf
infant
access system
patent pending

ThE SAFE And COnvEniEnT
A CRib MuST bE STROng TO bE SAFE

ALTERnATivE TO A dROP-SidE CRib ª

The new mandatory Federal crib standard requires cribs to be

With the elimination of traditional drop-sides in the

more robust and structurally sound than ever before.This is why

new Federal crib safety standards, caregivers need

all 2011 Foundations child care nonfolding cribs, regardless of

a safe alternative to infant access.This revolutionary

model, have a solid steel box frame with a lifetime warranty.This is

new system enables caregivers to lower the side

revolutionary in the child care industry. We call it the SafeSupportª

rail to access infant while minimizing the risk of

crib frame but our caregivers call it peace of mind.

back strain. innovative hinging and latching system
eliminates pinch point hazards to infant.
Available on

TM

and

TM

cribs.

COLLECTION
TM

COLLECTION

®

COLLECTION

FiRST RESPOndER ª EvACuATiOn SySTEM

CAREgivERS ARE dEMAnding bETTER

OFFERS unPARALLELEd STREngTh

hygiEnE And EnhAnCEd duRAbiLiTy

Solid steel caster brackets, attached

Foundations now offers the hygiene and durability previously

to solid steel evacuation hardware,

found only in hospital grade mattresses. Professional Seriesª

attached to solid steel crib frame;

mattresses feature revolutionary new, ultradurable, nylon

there is no stronger evacuation

reinforced vinyl for unprecedented durability. Antimicrobial vinyl

system available in the market today.

provides superior hygiene. hypoallergenic and phthalate free.

Lifetime warranty.

WOOD CHILD C AR

1842040
SafeReachª Compact
Also available in full-size.

TM

bEAuTiFuL STyLE COMbinEd WiTh ThE uLTiMATE in SAFETy And FunCTiOn
When child care centers want to make
a statement in style and quality they
turn to Biltmoreª cribs.
headboards feature arched crown
molding while beading details the
perimeter of the crib to make Biltmoreª
the most luxurious crib available to
child care centers today.
Color coordinated finishes are matched
with hardware and casters for added beauty.

Revolutionary solid steel SafeSupportª
crib frame has unprecedented strength.
Fixed-side cribs feature a lower profile,
providing easier accessibility to infant while
reducing back strain for caregiver. SafeReachª
infant access system is also available.
Smooth plastic teething rails protect child
and crib, while making it easy to sanitize.
Compact cribs include Professional Seriesª
3" ultradurable antimicrobial mattress.

2" nonmarking, ultraquiet casters.
Easy assembly includes all
necessary tools.
Crib has limited 5 year warranty, with
lifetime warranty on steel frame, casters,
and hardware.
Ultradurable finishes with
color coordinated casters and hardware

high-quality construction includes
mortise and tenon joinery and high
strength fasteners for superior durability.
EVERCLEARª NATURAL
with AnTiQuE bRASS
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EVERWHITEª
with ChROME

E CRIBS
Clearview
end panels allow for
easy viewing of infants.

ultradurable,
antimicrobial mattress.

Mattress Board
adjusts to two heights.
ª

inf
infant
access system
patent pending

(optional)

EZ Storeª

1842120
SafeReachª Compact

crib drawer with hooded
drawer pull (optional).

Casters
nonmarking, ultraquiet
casters (2 locking).

(optional)

SafeSupportª
solid steel frame provides
unprecedented strength.

1962077
Evacuation hardware

PEFC/29-41-204
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WOOD CHILD C AR

1812120
Full-Size, Fixed-Side, Clearview

1812040
Full-Size, Fixed-Side, Clearview

TM

1832040
Compact Fixed-Side, Clearview
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1832120
Compact Fixed-Side, Clearview

E CRIBS

EZ Storeª Crib Drawers
deluxe cabinet style drawer with heavy-duty glides is convenient for holding clothing, bedding, and supplies. hooded drawer pull
is color coordinated to complement crib finish. All mounting hardware included. Limited one year warranty. Sold separately.

SKU

NAME

END PANEL

FINISH

U.S.

1832040
1832120
1842040
1842120
1812040
1812120
1822047
6415012
4031040
4031120

Fixed-Side Compact Crib
Fixed-Side Compact Crib
SafeReachª Compact Crib
SafeReachª Compact Crib
Fixed-Side Full-Size Crib (Mattress Not Included)
Fixed-Side Full-Size Crib (Mattress Not Included)
SafeReachª Full-Size Crib (Mattress Not Included)
Professional Seriesª (5" Full-Size Foam Mattress)
Compact-Size Crib Drawer
Compact-Size Crib Drawer

Clearview
Clearview
Clearview
Clearview
Clearview
Clearview
Clearview
N/A
N/A
N/A

Natural
White
Natural
White
Natural
White
Natural
White
Natural
White

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

PEFC/29-41-204

CAN.

X
X
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WOOD CHILD C AR

1742120
SafeReachª Compact
TM

ThE MOST PREFERREd nuRSERy FuRniTuRE COLLECTiOn AMOng u.S. ChiLd CARE CEnTERS

COLLECTION

There are reasons why Serenityª cribs are
the most widely used cribs in u.S. child
care facilities.

Revolutionary solid steel SafeSupportª
crib frame
has unprecedented strength.
TM
Fixed-side cribs feature a lower profile,
providing easier accessibility to infant while
reducing back strain for caregiver. SafeReachª
infant access system is also available.

Color coordinated finishes are matched with
hardware and casters for added beauty.

COLLECTION

high-quality construction includes
mortise and tenon joinery and high
strength fasteners for superior durability.

Smooth plastic teething rails protect child
and crib, while making it easy to sanitize.
®

Includes Professional Seriesª
3" ultradurable antimicrobial mattress.

2" nonmarking, ultraquiet casters.
Easy assembly includes all
necessary tools.
Crib has limited 5 year warranty, with
lifetime warranty on steel frame, casters,
and hardware.
Ultradurable finishes with
color coordinated casters and hardware

COLLECTION
EVERCLEARª NATURAL
with AnTiQuE bRASS
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EVERWHITEª
with ChROME

E CRIBS
Clearview

ultradurable,
antimicrobial mattress.

end panels allow for easy
viewing of infants. Mirrored
and slatted ends also
available on select models.

Mattress Board
adjusts to two heights.
ª

inf
infant
access system
patent pending

(optional)

EZ Storeª
crib drawer with hooded
drawer pull. (optional)

1742040
SafeReachª Compact

Casters
nonmarking, ultraquiet
casters (2 locking).

(optional)

SafeSupportª
solid steel frame provides
unprecedented strength.

1962077
Evacuation hardware

PEFC/29-41-204
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WOOD CHILD C AR

1732040
Compact, Fixed-Side, Clearview

1733040
Compact, Fixed-Side, Mirror

TM

COLLECTION
TM

COLLECTION

®

COLLECTION
1732120
Compact, Fixed-Side, Clearview
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E CRIBS

EZ Storeª Crib Drawers
deluxe cabinet style drawer with heavy-duty glides is convenient for holding clothing, bedding, and supplies. hooded drawer pull
is color coordinated to complement crib finish. All mounting hardware included. Limited one year warranty. Sold separately.

SKU

NAME

END PANEL

FINISH

U.S.

1732040
1732120
1733040
1742040
1742120
1743040
1741041
1742041
4031040
4031120

Fixed-Side Compact Crib
Fixed-Side Compact Crib
Fixed-Side Compact Crib
SafeReachª Compact Crib
SafeReachª Compact Crib
SafeReachª Compact Crib
SafeReachª Compact Crib
SafeReachª Compact Crib
Compact Crib Drawer
Compact Crib Drawer

Clearview
Clearview
Mirror
Clearview
Clearview
Mirror
Slatted
Clearview
N/A
N/A

Natural
White
Natural
Natural
White
Natural
Natural
Natural
Natural
White

X
X
X
X
X
X

PEFC/29-41-204

X
X

CAN,

X
X
X
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WOOD CHILD C AR

TM

COLLECTION
TM

COLLECTION
1632040
Fixed-Side, Compact,
Clearview

®

EXTRAORDINARY VALUE FOR THE COST CONSCIOUS CHILD C ARE CENTER

COLLECTION

SafetyCraft¨ cribs are an extraordinary
value offering safety and quality to the cost
conscious customer.
Headboards feature mortise and tenon
construction to provide added strength.
Color coordinated finish is matched with
hardware and casters for added beauty.

Revolutionary solid steel SafeSupportª crib
frame has unprecedented strength.
Fixed-side cribs feature a lower profile,
providing easier accessibility to infant while
reducing back strain for caregiver.
Smooth plastic teething rails protect child
and crib, while making it easy to sanitize.
durable, long-lasting natural finish.
includes duraloftª vinyl covered,
phthalate-free 3" high density foam mattress.

2" commercial casters (two locking).
Easy assembly includes all
necessary tools.
Crib has limited 5 year warranty
with lifetime warranty on steel
frame and hardware.
Ultradurable finishes
with color coordinated
casters and hardware

EVERCLEARª NATURAL
with AnTiQuE bRASS
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E CRIBS
Panels
choose from clearview
or slatted panels.

DuraLoftª
heavy-duty mattress.

SafeSupportª
solid steel frame provides
unprecedented strength.

Casters

EZ Storeª

commercial grade casters
(2 locking).

crib drawer with hooded
drawer pull. (optional)

1631040
Fixed-Side, Compact, Slatted

EZ Storeª Crib Drawer
deluxe cabinet style drawer with heavy-duty glides is convenient for holding
clothing, bedding, and supplies. hooded drawer is color coordinated to
complement crib finish. All mounting hardware included. Limited one year
warranty. Sold separately.

(optional)

1962077
Evacuation hardware

SKU

NAME

END PANEL

FINISH

U.S.

1632040
1631040
1631043
1632043
4031040

Fixed-Side Compact Crib
Fixed-Side Compact Crib
Fixed-Side Compact Crib
Fixed-Side Compact Crib
Compact Crib Drawer

Clearview
Slatted
Slatted
Clearview
N/A

Natural
Natural
Natural
Natural
Natural

X
X

PEFC/29-41-204

X

CAN.

X
X
X
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e v a c u at i o n

Getting the Infants to Safety

Training the Staff

The First Responderª Evacuation Route Sign
enables child care centers to identify for rescuers
and caregivers the safest route for evacuating
infants. Arrow on sign can be applied in the right,
left, or straight direction so that signs may be used
in virtually any location. Evacuation route sign is
printed on Glo Brite¨ photoluminescent material
that is also very visible in low-light, high-smoke and
normal light conditions.

First Responderª Evacuation Protocol instructs
caregivers in the safe and proper evacuation of
infants while using evacuation cribs. This sign is an
invaluable quick reference and training tool for
caregivers on how to safely evacuate children.

Evacuation System
THE COMPLETE SOLUTION TO INFANT EVACUATION ª
The First Responderª evacuation system is
the only comprehensive solution available
to child care centers for infant evacuation.

Steel gussets bridge directly to the solid
steel SafeSupportª crib frame to provide
the ultimate in strength and durability.

Color coordinated finishes are
matched with hardware and casters
for added beauty.

First Responderª crib features international
Ò Evacuation CribÓ icons printed in English,
Spanish, and French and are visible from all
four sides for rapid identification.

high-quality construction includes
mortise and tenon joinery and high
strength fasteners for superior durability.

Includes Professional Seriesª 3" ultradurable
antimicrobial mattress.

Integrated easy grip handles assist
caregivers in stable transport.

14

4" nonmarking casters.

Fixed-side cribs feature a lower profile,
providing easier accessibility to infant while
reducing back strain for caregiver.

Easy assembly includes all
necessary tools.

Smooth plastic teething rails protect child
and crib, while making it easy to sanitize.

Crib has limited 5 year warranty, with
lifetime warranty on steel frame, casters,
and hardware.

Evacuation Crib

Clearview
end panels allow for
easy viewing of infants.

Exclusive
Evacuation Icons
clearly identify crib
for evacuation use
visible from all sides for
immediate recognition
by first responders.

Easy Grip
Handles
are integrated into
headboards to assist
caregivers in stable
transport.

ultradurable,
antimicrobial mattress.

1932047
Evacuation Crib

1932047
Evacuation Crib

Casters
4" durable
nonmarking casters
(2 locking) enable
crib to maneuver
evacuation route.

Solid Steel Gussets
bridge caster brackets directly to the
solid steel SafeSupportª crib frame to provide
the ultimate in strength and durability.

Solid Steel
SafeSupportª
frame supports both the
perimeter and center of the
mattress board to make this the
most robust system available.

1962077
Evacuation hardware

SKU

NAME

END PANEL

FINISH

U.S.

1932047
1961077
1962077
1963006
1964006

Evacuation Crib Fixed-Side
Evacuation Frame w/ Chrome Casters
Evacuation Frame w/ Antique Brass Casters
Evacuation Route Sign Kit with Protocol
Evacuation Protocol Sign

Clearview
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Natural
Red/Chrome
Red/Brass
Photo
White

X
X
X
X
X

PEFC/29-41-204

CAN.
X
X
X
X
X
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STEEL CRIBS

2031097

ThE univERSAL APPEAL OF A TRAdiTiOnAL STEEL
CRib COMPLEMEnTS Any ROOM déCOR And
nEvER gOES OuT OF STyLE. ThE duRAbiLiTy And
STREngTh OF STEEL EnSuRES ThE invESTMEnT WiLL
PAy OFF FOR yEARS TO COME.
Fixed-side cribs constructed of heavy-duty steel using a 360 degree welding
process to provide long-lasting strength. The nonporous, easy to clean, powder
coated finish resists corrosion and scratches. Features reinforced floorboards
and oversized locking casters made of nonmarking material for easy transport
over any surface. A commercial grade mattress is included with every compact
Chelseaª , StowAwayª , and Pinnacleª crib. Limited one year warranty.
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Chelseaª Compact-Size Steel,
Nonfolding Crib
Offers quality and safety at a great value. Mattress
board adjusts to two heights for easy access to
infant and so crib may be used as a bassinet. Comes
with 4" casters, two locking and two nonlocking.
Sleeping surface is 24" x 38". Crib includes a 3" thick
duraLoftª foam mattress.

1231090

1331097

StowAwayª Compact-Size Folding Crib

Pinnacleª Compact-Size Folding Cribs

designed for cost conscious caregivers, the StowAway is a full featured,
reasonably priced commercial grade crib. includes a 2" Professional Seriesª
mattress with vinyl cover. 24" x 38" sleeping surface. Arrives fully assembled
and can fold flat in seconds for easy storage.

The ultimate in steel folding crib convenience styling and quality. Available in most
popular compact-size as well as full-size for extended stay properties. Compact
cribs include a 4" Professional Seriesª mattress with a 24" x 38" sleeping surface.
Mattress is available in foam or innerspring configurations. Arrives fully assembled
and can fold flat in seconds for easy storage.

ª

Crib Saverª Crib Covers
Folding cribs receive most wear and tear while in storage. Extend your crib’s life
and protect it from dirt, dust, bumps and bruises with our heavy-duty, nylon crib
cover. Sizes to fit compact and full-size cribs.

Pinnacleª Full-Size Folding Crib (not pictured)

SKU

NAME

END PANEL

FINISH

U.S.

2031097
1231090
1331097
1331107
1311097
6414012
97NNT2
97NNT1
95NNT1

Chelsea Compact Fixed-Side Crib
StowAwayª Compact Folding Crib
Pinnacleª Compact Folding Crib (Foam Mattress)
Pinnacleª Compact Folding Crib (Innerspring Mattress)
Pinnacleª Full-Size Folding Crib (Mattress Not Included)
Professional Seriesª (4" Full-Size Foam Mattress)
Crib Saverª Compact Crib Cover
Crib Saverª Compact Pinnacleª Crib Cover
Crib Saverª Full-Size Pinnacleª Crib Cover

Slatted
Slatted
Slatted
Slatted
Slatted
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

White
White
White
White
White
White
Tan
Tan
Tan

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

ª

Includes all the same great features as the Pinnacleª compact-size crib, only with
a full-size sleeping surface of 28" x 52". Mattress is sold separately. May not fit
through all doors in the open position.

PEFC/29-41-204

CAN.
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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WOOD FOLDING C

1111852

ThE WARMTh And nATuRAL bEAuTy OF A
SOLid WOOd CRib MAkE inFAnTS FEEL AT hOME
Wood folding fixed-side cribs are the
perfect fit for hotels, vacation homes,
grandmaÕ s house, or any location that
needs an occasional use crib that is safe,
durable, and stylish.
innovative hinges have a unique two point
pivot that keeps hinge flush with crib to
prevent childÕ s clothing or bedding from
getting caught and allows cribs to fold with
ease for storage.

18

Headboards feature mortise and tenon
construction to provide added strength.
durable, long-lasting finishes are color
coordinated with antique brass hardware
and casters for enhanced beauty.
Features 4" nonmarking, ultraquiet casters
(two locking) that will maneuver over any
surface to meet the demands of a hotel
environment.

Professional Seriesª ultradurable,
antimicrobial mattress provides superior
comfort and is included with every
hideAwayª and Royaleª crib.
Easy assembly includes all necessary tools.
Limited one year warranty.

RIBS

1031042

1131852

1031852

HideAwayª Compact-Size Folding Cribs
The hideAway cribs blend safety, convenience and functionality at an
affordable price. Compact-size includes a 2" foam mattress with a sleeping
surface of 24" x 38". “Through the door” sizing fits through standard doorways
in fully assembled position. Select from natural or antique cherry finish.
ª

HideAwayª Full-Size Folding Cribs
includes all the same great features as the hideAwayª compact crib, only
with a full-size sleeping surface of 28" x 52" and a full-size 3" mattress. May
not fit through all doors in the open position.

SKU

NAME

1031852
1031042
1011852
1011042
1131852
1111852
4032156
4012156

HideAway Compact Folding Fixed-Side Crib
HideAwayª Compact Folding Fixed-Side Crib
HideAwayª Full-Size Folding Fixed-Side Crib
HideAwayª Full-Size Folding Fixed-Side Crib
Royaleª Compact Folding Fixed-Side Crib
Royaleª Full-Size Folding Fixed-Side Crib
Crib Saverª Compact Crib Cover
Crib Saverª Full-Size Crib Cover
ª

Royaleª Compact-Size Folding Crib
never have children traveled so well! unique lifestyle crib design gives the
Royaleª the feel of a home nursery while providing the ultimate in safety.
Compact-size includes a 3" foam mattress with a sleeping surface of 24" x 38".
“Through the door” sizing fits through standard doorways in fully assembled
position. Available in antique cherry finish.

Royaleª Full-Size Folding Crib
Same great design and features as the Royaleª compact crib, only with a full-size
sleeping surface of 28" x 52" and a full-size 3" mattress. May not fit through all
doors in the open position.

END PANEL

FINISH

U.S.

Slatted
Slatted
Slatted
Slatted
Slatted
Slatted
N/A
N/A

Antique Cherry
Natural
Antique Cherry
Natural
Antique Cherry
Antique Cherry
Tan
Tan

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

PEFC/29-41-204

CAN.
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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P L AY YA R D S

2152137
boutiqueª
damaskª

1551127
Eliteª
Veronaª

PLAy yARdS OFFER STyLE, COnvEniEnCE, And PORTAbiLiTy
AT An EXTRAORdinARy vALuE
When facilities are concerned about
storage space, or want to add an element
of style, they turn to play yards.

The lower cost of play yards also enables
caregivers to refresh their cribs more often
and offer new, updated styles.

Popular where space is limited or where a
a high number of cribs is required; play
yards may be stored in very small spaces.

Easy assembly, no tools required.

Privacy Flap on Eliteª and Boutiqueª

20

Limited one year warranty.

Storage Pocket on Eliteª and Boutiqueª

All play yards fold for storage in carry bag

1451037
Celebrityª
Regattaª

2152147
boutiqueª
Mysticª

1551117
Eliteª
Cilantroª

Celebrityª Play Yard

Eliteª Play Yard

Boutiqueª Play Yard

Safety, durability, convenience all at a great value for
cost-conscious customers. 3/4" high density foam
mattress for enhanced comfort. Available in one
classic fashion.

This premier play yard is the most specified by
major upscale hotel chains. Full 1" thick ultra Plushª
mattress for the ultimate comfort. Available in two
stylish yet conservative fashions.

Fuses safety with fashion for properties that want to
make a statement. Full 1" thick ultra Plushª mattress
for the ultimate comfort. Available in two unique
on-trend fashions.

Regattaª

Veronaª

Mysticª

Regattaª with bassinet

Cilantroª

damaskª

SKU

NAME

FABRIC PATTERN

U.S.

1451037
1453037
1551117
1551127
2152137
2152147

Celebrity Play Yard
Celebrityª Play Yard w/ Bassinet
Eliteª Play Yard
Eliteª Play Yard
Boutiqueª Play Yard
Boutiqueª Play Yard

Regatta
Regattaª
Cilantroª
Veronaª
Damaskª
Mysticª

X
X
X
X
X
X

ª

ª

PEFC/29-41-204

CAN.
X
X
X
X
X
X
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bedding
hOTELS ARE dEMAnding bETTER
hygiEnE And EnhAnCEd duRAbiLiTy

Foundations now offers hotels the hygiene and durability previously found
only in hospital grade mattresses. Professional Seriesª mattresses feature
revolutionary new, ultradurable, nylon reinforced, vinyl for unprecedented
durability. Antimicrobial vinyl provides superior hygiene. hypoallergenic and
phthalate free. Compact/portable crib mattresses measure 24" x 38" and
full-size mattresses measure 28" x 52". Meets or exceeds Flammability
Standard 16 CFR 1633. Limited one year warranty.

COMPACT

FULL-SIZE

6432012 2" Foam (fits HideAwayª & StowAwayª compact cribs)
6433012 3" Foam (fits Biltmoreª , Serenityª , SafetyCraftª , First Responderª ,
Chelseaª , HideAwayª & Royaleª compact cribs)
6434012 4" Foam (fits Pinnacleª & Royaleª compact cribs)
6334012 4" Innerspring (fits Pinnacleª & Royaleª compact cribs)

6413012
6414012
6415012
6315012

3" Foam (fits HideAwayª & Royaleª full-size cribs)
4" Foam (fits Biltmoreª , Pinnacleª , HideAwayª , & Royaleª full-size cribs)
5" Foam (fits Biltmoreª , Pinnacleª , HideAwayª , & Royaleª full-size cribs)
5" Innerspring
(fits Biltmoreª , Pinnacleª , HideAwayª , & Royaleª full-size cribs)

The duraLoftª mattress is the right balance of durability, comfort, and value
for the cost conscious user. Mattress is 24" x 38" and meets Flammability
Standard 16 CFR 1633. Limited six month warranty.

CozyFitª Cot Sheets
CozyFitª cot sheets are designed to provide superior fit and comfort. Sheets
are made of safe, durable, high–quality polyester / cotton blend fabric that
endures repeated laundering and resists wrinkles. Fits all major brands of cots.
durable elastic loops on all corners secure the cot sheet in place. Sewn hem
for long- lasting, finished appearance. Choose from toddler (40" x 22") or
standard (50" x 22") sizes. Warranty on workmanship only.

DURALOFT

COT SHEETS

6233012 3" Foam
(fits Biltmoreª , Serenityª , SafetyCraftª , First Responderª , Chelseaª ,
HideAwayª & Royaleª compact cribs)

CS-TS-XX-06 (fits all major brands of cots, toddler size)
CS-SS-XX-06 (fits all major brands of cots, standard size)

Replace XX in item number with color code,Wh for white, bg for blue gingham, or MT for mint
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SafeFitª Elastic Fitted Sheets

SafeFitª Zippered Sheets

100% cotton knit sheets SafeFit elastic fitted sheets use an extra
heavy-duty elastic “shower cap” design to ensure retention to mattress and
durability throughout heavy laundering. Warranty on workmanship only.

100% cotton knit sheets. SafeFitª zippered sheets fully enclose the entire
mattress with a concealed, high-quality zipper that endures heavy laundering.
Play yard sheets feature pass-through holes to allow straps to secure mattress
to play yard. Warranty on workmanship only.

ELASTIC

ZIPPERED

FSÐN FÐXXÐ0 6 Compact/Portable 1'' Ð 4'' mattress
FSÐF SÐXXÐ0 6 FullÐS ize 1'' Ð 6'' mattress

ZSÐP
ZSÐC
ZSÐC
ZSÐF
ZSÐF

ThermaSoftª Cotton Crib Blankets

ThermaLuxª Luxury Baby Blankets

ThermaSoft 100% cotton crib blankets are the ultimate in softness and
durability. natural cotton fabric is ideal for all climates and the blanket features a
sewn hem for finished appearance. At 30" x 40", these blankets are large enough
to be used with any size infant. Warranty on workmanship only.

ThermaLuxª baby blankets offer the ultimate in performance and luxury.
ultra soft, waffle-weave acrylic, fleece lined and hemmed with poly-satin.
generous 30" x 42" size. Warranty on workmanship only.

THERMASOFTª

THERMALUXª

CBÐ0 0ÐXXÐ0

CBÐT LÐW HÐ0 6 ThermaLuxª Luxury Baby Blanket

ª

ª

6 Thermasoftª Cotton Crib Blanket

1ÐXXÐ0 6 Portable / Play Yard 1'' mattress
2ÐXXÐ0 6 Compact / Portable 1'' Ð 2'' mattress
4ÐXXÐ0 6 Compact / Portable 3'' Ð 4'' mattress
3ÐXXÐ0 6 FullÐS ize 1'' Ð 3'' mattress
5ÐXXÐ0 6 FullÐS ize 4'' Ð 6'' mattress

Replace XX in item number with color code,Wh for white, bg for blue gingham, or MT for mint
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c h a n g i n g s tat i o
FOundATiOnS OFFERS ThE WidEST SELECTiOn OF dESignS
And FAbRiC ATiOnS, ThE bEST OvERALL vALuE, And ThE EASiEST
inSTALLATiOn AvAiLAbLE in ThE MARkET TOdAy.
In addition to the popular polyethylene
changing stations, Foundations is the only
company to offer full stainless steel models,
as well as special needs changing stations
for individuals with physical challenges.
All our changing stations include AnSi
warning labels and are AdA compliant
when properly installed.

Foundations changing stations are the
result of nearly two decades of product
development and are made in the uSA
with a limited five year no hassle warranty.

Foundations vertical polyethylene diaper
changing station supports up to 150 pounds
with only minimal deflection.
Our most popular units also include
warnings and instructions in braille.

Foundations horizontal polyethylene and
clad stainless steel diaper changing stations
support up to 250 pounds with only
minimal deflection.

Regardless of whether your facility is a
school, hotel, church, health care facility,
retail establishment, entertainment venue
or public building, we have a changing
station to fit your application.

Polyethylene
ADA and ANSI
compliant when properly installed
and meets ASTM Safety Standards.

liner
dispensers
built-in

Durable

Includes all necessary

Clean design

easy to clean, high density polyethylene
is inherently bacteria resistant.

mounting
hardware

fits virtually all décors.

The horizontal polyethylene is our best
selling changing station and is the most
preferred changing position.

Safety strap

Steel-on-steel hinge

made of a liquid-proof nylon sanitizes
easily and adjusts with one hand.

and gas shock ensures changing station will
meet the rigorous demands of public facilities

Offering a narrower
footprint, the vertical
model allows for mounting in
smaller spaces.

EZ Mountª

(Patented)

Foundations exclusive EZ Mountª backer plate
makes installing easier and faster while ensuring
secure attachment by anchoring into two studs.
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ns
Full Stainless Steel (Patented)

All models are ADA

and ANSI

Safety strap made of a liquid-proof nylon
sanitizes easily and adjusts with one hand.

compliant when
properly installed.

304 brushed
stainless steel
is perfect for high use
facilities where the
ultimate in durability
and beauty is required.

Available in both surface

mount
and recessed mount options to

accommodate virtually any application.

Cushioned safety
for added protection.

Pneumatic
gas springs

corner

for safe and easy
opening and closing.

Equipped with durable,

replaceable ABS
tray that is inherently
bacteria resistant.

Clad Stainless Steel (Patented)

Special Needs Changing Station (Patented)

Combines 100-Eh polyethylene horizontal changing station with a brushed 304
stainless steel shell to deliver upscale appearance for high finish facilities at a great
value. Cannot be used with EZ Mountª backer plate.

Same great features as full stainless steel with extended length of 62" and is
designed for children and adults with physical challenges. dual pneumatic gas
springs adds superior strength and supports a static load of 400 lbs.

PEFC/29-41-204
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CHANGING
Toddler Wall Seat
Provides safe, clean and secure location for child while adult is changing another
child or using facilities. Can also be used as a convenient place to feed a child.
Molded of high density polyethylene that is inherently bacteria resistant. Required
mounting surface12" W x 15.25" h. Seat extends 13.5" from wall when open.

Diaper Vendor
Can recess up to 3.75" using optional recessing
flange Model 025–SS. Refillable with diaper
kits Model 107–dk. holds 24 diaper kits. Can
be set from $ .50–$3.00 and adjusted in $ .25
increments. brushed 304 stainless steel.

Liner Dispenser
dispenser is recessed mounted separately from
changing station. holds liner Models 036–LCR
or 036–nWL. brushed 304 stainless steel.

SKU

Sanitary Changing
Station Liners
Two-ply liners available in waterproof with
polypropylene backing and nonwaterproof with no
backing, 500 per case.

Diaper Kit
individually wrapped diaper kit includes wipes,
liner, medium diaper, and disposal bag.

NAME

COLOR

Polyethylene Changing Stations
100-EHBP
100-EVBP
A100-BPEH
A100-BPEV

Horizontal Surface Mount (EZ Mountª Backer Plate Included) Changing Station
Vertical Surface Mount (EZ Mountª Backer Plate Included) Changing Station
EZ Mountª Backer Plate for 100-EH Horizontal Changing Station
EZ Mountª Backer Plate for 100-EH Vertical Changing Station

Cream
Cream
N/A
N/A

Clad Stainless Steel/ Poly Changing Stations
100-SSC-R
100-SSC-SM

Recessed Stainless Clad Changing Station
Surface Mount Stainless Clad Changing Station

Stainless Steel
Stainless Steel

Full Stainless Steel Changing Stations
100-SSR-SM
100-SSR-R
100-SSV-SM
100-SSV-R
100-SSE-SM
100-SSE-R

Surface Mount Full Stainless Steel Changing Station Ð Horizontal Mount
Recessed Full Stainless Steel Changing Station Ð Horizontal Mount
Surface Mount Full Stainless Steel Changing Station Ð Vertical Mount
Recessed Full Stainless Steel Changing Station Ð Vertical Mount
Surface Mount Extended, Special Needs Full Stainless Steel Changing Station
Recessed Extended, Special Needs Full Stainless Steel Changing Station

Stainless Steel
Stainless Steel
Stainless Steel
Stainless Steel
Stainless Steel
Stainless Steel

Sanitary Liners, Dispensers, and Accessories
036-LCR
036-NWL
107-DK
200-SSLD
106-SS
025-SS
5806086
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Sanitary Disposable Changing Station Liners Ð Waterproof
Sanitary Disposable Changing Station Liners Ð Nonwaterproof
Diaper Kits for Diaper Vendors
Stainless Steel Liner Dispenser
Stainless Steel Diaper Vendor
Stainless Steel Recessing Flange for Use w/ 106-SS
Polyethylene Toddler Wall Seat

White
White
N/A
Stainless Steel
Stainless Steel
Stainless Steel
Cream

HIGH CHAIRS
Transitionsª High Chair
Easy oneÐt ouch button converts high chair into
a low chair that sits close to the floor, enabling a
child to climb into the seat with minimal assistance
from caregiver. The high chair can be changed
into a toddler table with chair, giving this product
extra value and longevity. high chair includes three
position recline seat with five point harness and
convenient adjustable dishwasher safe tray. Meets
or exceeds ASTM Safety Standard F404. Available
in blue/Almond. Low chair can also be purchased
separately. Five year limited warranty.

Low Chair

High Chair

high chair converts to desk with chair

Classic Wood High Chair
durable solid construction will provide long lasting and reliable use. All edges are
rounded for safety and a more finished appearance. Stackable up to four high
using a small footprint to reduce storage space. dual action buckle and adjustable
harness for added security. nonskid rubber feet will not leave any marks on
the floors. Meets or exceeds the ASTM F404 safety requirements for passive
restraints as well as stability, static overload, and product safety labeling. Available
in both cherry and natural finishes to complement any décor.
Limited one year limited warranty.

SKU

NAME

COLOR

Transitions High Chairs
ª

98-HC-BA
98-LC-BA

Transitionsª High Chair
Transitionsª Low Chair

Blue/Almond
Blue/Almond

Classic Wood High Chairs
4501859
4501049

Classic Wood High Chair
Classic Wood High Chair

Antique Cherry
Natural
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STROLLERS
Strollers

ThE OnLy MuLTiChiLd STROLLERS dESignEd And TESTEd
TO ACCOMMOdATE ChiLdREn uP TO 50 LbS.

Size Matters

Comfort Matters

Extra large seating area and
headroom accommodate
children up to 50 lbs.

Exclusive ComfortPushª
handle automatically
disengages brake with
forward motion of the
stroller eliminating hand
fatigue for caregiver.

Durability
Matters

Six Child Stroller

Safety Matters

Four Child Stroller

SafeBrakeª system
automatically engages when
caregiver is separated from
stroller. Secondary manual
parking brake for added security.
Adjustable 5 point harness sized
to fit up to 50 lb. children.
Extra-large canopy shields
children from harmful uv rays.

3 Three Child Stroller

Wear resistant, shoe-less
braking system eliminates
need for adjustment
or replacement. Extra
durable, easy-to-clean
fabrics protect your
investment for years
to come.

4140037
Regattaª

Six Child Stroller
Four Child Stroller

3

Strength Matters

Maneuverability
Matters

Extra heavy-duty steel frame with
double walled tubing in critical areas
for unprecedented strength.

Three Child Stroller

The largest wheels in the
industry provide the ultimate
in maneuverability.

Limited one year warranty.

Folds Easily

Also Available
4140167
EarthScapeª
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Six Child Stroller
Four Child Stroller

3 Three Child Stroller
Six Child Stroller
Four Child Stroller
4160037
Regattaª

3 Three Child Stroller

Six Child Stroller

Six Child Stroller
4130037
Regattaª

Four Child Stroller

3

Three Child Stroller

Whether caregivers need to accommodate three, four, or six children, Foundations has a multichild stroller that is perfect for their needs.
All LXª strollers share the same great features including accommodating children up to 50 pounds.

Four Child Stroller

3

Three Child Stroller

All Foundations strollers feature our innovative braking systems. The Safebrakeª system engages when the
caregiver releases the handle, eliminating risk of a runaway stroller. A secondary foot activated brake secures
the stroller when parked.
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Extra large storage baskets provide ample space
for diaper bags, blankets, toys, and caregiverÕ s
supplies. Wide opening makes accessing storage
space effortless.
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STROLLERS

SPORT Strollers
TM

Canopy

The
SafeBrakeª
system

provides protection
from uv rays and
inclement weather.

engages when caregiver
releases handle,
eliminating risk of
runaway stroller. An
additional foot activated
brake secures the
stroller when parked.

Coated fabric
is easy to keep clean.

Large storage
baskets

Adjustable 5
point harness

provide ample space for
babies’ necessities.

sized to fit children
up to 40 lbs.
Limited
one year
warranty.

Wheels

Q UA D SPORT

are made of durable
rubberized foam that
provides the shock
absorbing comfort of air
filled wheels.

TM

40-nM-bO

Duo Sportª

Duo SS Sportª

offers in-line
stadium seating
to maximize
child visibility.

duo SSª features
side-by-side design
to facilitate child
interaction and at a 33"
wide open position will
fit through standard
doorways.

42-FR-bO

42-SS-bO

SKU

NAME

COLOR

4160037
4140037
4140167
4130037
40-NM-BO
42-SS-BO
42-FR-BO

The LX6 Folding Stroller
The LX4ª Dual Canopy Folding Stroller
The LX4ª Dual Canopy Folding Stroller
The LX3ª Tandem Stroller
The Quad Sportª 4 Passenger Stroller
The Duo SS Sportª Double Side-by-Side Stroller
The Duo Sportª Double Tandem Stroller

Regattaª
Regattaª
EarthScapeª
Regattaª
Regattaª
Regattaª
Regattaª
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ª

gliders
ª
®

Seat Back

Gliders

and arm pads tailored to
complement new design.

Available in 2 Models

Arm Rests

Swivel glide (glides & rotates)
Standard glide (glides)

ergonomically designed
for maximum arm
support while feeding.

Deep Pockets
for storage of
critical items.

Durability
and Hygiene
ultradurable microfiber
material is removable for
easy laundering.

Fasteners
keep arm pads
secure and in place.

Steel Gliding
Mechanism

Extra Wide
seating surface provides
spacious and comfortable
seating for extended periods
of rocking and feeding.

provides the ultimate in
durability and smoothness
for years of reliable
professional child care use.

Full Skirt Base

4303046
Also Available in White.

protects infant from
exposure to mechanism.

Traditional
Gliders

Traditional gliders
feature wood base that
has a durable gliding
mechanism and is tip
resistant for comfort
and peace of mind.

Lullabyª
Wood Glider

SafeRockerª
Wood Glider

4201046

85-FW-nb
85-FW-Wb

SKU

NAME

BASE

COLOR

4201046
85-FW-NB
85-FW-WB
4302046
4302126
4303046
4303126

Lullaby Standard Glider
SafeRockerª Standard Glider
SafeRockerª Standard Glider
SafeRocker SSª Standard Glider
SafeRocker SSª Standard Glider
SafeRocker SSª Swivel Glider
SafeRocker SSª Swivel Glider

Wood
Wood
Wood
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel

NatÕ l/Blue
NatÕ l/Blue
White/Blue
NatÕ l/Blue
White/Blue
NatÕ l/Blue
White/Blue

ª
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Foundations, SafetyCraft, Serenity, biltmore, EverWhite, EverClear, SafeReach, Professional Series, duraLoft, SafeSupport,
EZ Store, First Responder, Chelsea, StowAway, Crib Saver, Pinnacle, hideAway, Royale, SafeFit, ThermaSoft, ThermaLux, CozyFit,
EZ Mount, Transitions, SafeRocker SS, Lullaby, SafeRocker, LX3, LX4, LX6, duo-SS, duo, Quad, Safebrake, Regatta, Celebrity, Elite,
boutique, verona, Cilantro, Mystic, damask, and EarthScape are trademarks of Foundations Worldwide, inc.

